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Bleeding “Cream and Crimson” for Construction Challenges 

Indiana University Assembly Hall’s Roof Gets a Facelift, Opens for Thousands of Hoosiers Basketball Fans 

 

BLOOMINGTON, Ind.—Like a ski slope nestled among limestone-carved academic buildings in southern Indiana, Assembly Hall’s white heat-

reflective membrane stands out on the flagship campus of Indiana University in Bloomington, Ind. (IUB). Since opening in 1972, the structure has 

supported Hoosiers basketball fans filling its more than 17,400 seats. But after four decades of team spirit, weathering, and wear and tear, the 

historic building needed a facelift. 

 

In March 2010, Indianapolis-based American Structurepoint, Inc., teamed with IUB and Arsee Engineers, Inc., to evaluate the extent of water 

damage to Assembly Hall’s deteriorating 77,000 square foot roofing system. An extraordinary architectural anomaly designed by Eggers & Higgins, 

Assembly Hall features four prominent steel masts forming massive X-shapes 100 feet above the gymnasium floor, strung with steel cables to an 

oval-shaped structure supporting the exterior walls of the arena. Overcoming the challenge of gaining access to concrete panels draped from these 

cables, which form the roof deck, the team was able to determine areas of damage without disturbing the unique suspended system. American 

Structurepoint conducted field tests and performed construction administrative services for this $2 million project, completing Phase I after four 

months of construction in fall 2010, just in time for the Hoosiers to hit the hardwood for the upcoming basketball season.   

 

“It was a team effort by all parties involved to meet the final goal,” says Kevin Linford, IUB roofing specialist. “[They] worked hand-in-hand on a 

daily basis to maintain production on the project, while verifying that the structure would continue to serve Indiana University for years to come.” 

 

Since completing Phase I of Assembly Hall, the university has rehired American Structurepoint for three additional projects thanks to the firm’s 

contribution to the reroofing project. “American Structurepoint’s staff was able to find the source of water leakage into a building that has troubled 

us for over a decade,” says Indiana University Architect David Walter. “This has led to a high level of satisfaction and has given this department 

confidence in their ability to work on future projects.” 

 

Phase II of the Assembly Hall renovations, which includes replacing roofing systems on the lower north and south lobby roofs and the upper 

clerestory roof, is expected to reach completion in spring 2011.  

### 

American Structurepoint began business in Indianapolis in 1966 and has since grown into a respected multi-discipline consulting firm recognized for 

its experienced professionals, quality work, and customer service. We have offices in Indianapolis, West Lafayette, Fort Wayne, Lawrenceburg, 

Terre Haute, Evansville, Highland and South Bend, Indiana, as well as in Columbus, Ohio. Engineering News-Record has consistently listed us as a 

national Top 500 Design Firm, and Midwest Construction magazine named us the No. 1 Indiana design firm in 2010. After 40 years of steady growth 

and with a staff of nearly 300 experienced professionals, we offer complete consulting and comprehensive design services. 
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